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SCUM Issue 3
Strode's College
Underground Magazine
Date: Yes please
Time: When are you free?

Materials required for reading
Brain x 1
Eye x 1 (minimum)

Items included with magazine
Staple x 2

Readers may use any reading glasses EXCEPT those with the facility for
self-cleaning. Thus readers may NOT use glasses such as the Hewlett
Packard HP X-12, which has motorised wipers.

Instructions to Readers
In the boxes on the answer book, write your telephone number, nickname and graffiti tag.
Whenever a numerical value is required, take a break, dude. It’s not worth it.
Do NOT scrawl in the margins. Examiners are too dull to appreciate your artistic talent.
Information for Readers
Full marks may be obtained by sending a cheque for £1050.21 + VAT to the cover designer.
Previous issues of SCUM can be downloaded from www.Digital-Fire.net.
This paper may have some blank pages because we do not like trees.
NOTE: This magazine is NOT a magazine.
Advice to Readers
There is no point in driving yourself mad trying to stop yourself going mad. You might just as well
give in and save your sanity for later.

The cover of this publication was produced by the self-proclaimed greatest and most arrogant author in the college, Mark Caspar Holland-Avery

Hey everyone, and a belated welcome back to college!
Here it is… the long awaited Issue 3! This would have
been out FAR sooner if it weren’t for most of the team being
bogged down by far too much college work (and probably
would have had more stuff in it too!) So we apologise. Hopefully you’ll find it worth the wait! Enjoy!
Alice Reeves (editor)

This Issue’s Team…
Alice Reeves: Editor and Reporter
James Belchamber: Reporter
Mark Holland-Avery: Reporter and Cover
Designer
Kier MacDonald: Reporter
Lee-Anne Lawrance: Reporter
Justine Atthews: Relationship expert
Paul Hover: Resident Guinea Pig
(Diddy) David Young: Reporter
Gez Gray: Reporter
Sharpy: Reporter
Tom Deacon: Reporter
Dan Pitfield: Reviews
Georgina Woolfrey: Reviews
Natalie Edwards: Interviewer
David Keller & David Brown: Travel
Page

Due to most of last year’s SCUM team saying goodbye and
moving onto better things (and to the remaining of us barely having time to breathe as well as keep up with work…) it would be
fantastic if we could get more people on board the team this year!
No matter what you enjoy writing; poetry, short stories,
serious articles or just random fun – e-mail your stuff to
scum@digital-fire.net and we’ll publish it!

By Alice Reeves

Egham Youth Centre hosted their first EVER gig last weekend – and it went down fantastically! The turnout was brilliant; loads of Strode’s peeps turned up to support the college bands
and everyone seemed to be having a great time. Boy Drops Soap kicked off with and extremely
comic (and mostly improvised) performance, which really got the crowd going – and into the
Christmas spirit! Next were A World Apart with a really good, largely instrumental set; followed
by Trend Warfare who performed, in addition to their own stuff, a System of a Down and a
Greenday cover – both of which went down really well. Bad Day were on fourth, opening with
their (highly original and now famous) cover of ‘Postman Pat’, and got the entire crowd going
mental in the mosh pit. Purge played the last set of the night, yet another fantastic performance
that the crowd loved. All in all the evening was a great success and hopefully the first of many
gigs for the youth centre!

By Alice Reeves
Well, all I can say is I’m stunned we
actually pulled it off! My hopes were extremely depressed when I woke up that
morning to the third day in a row of POURING rain; THEN two of the eight bands
supposed to be playing dropped out before
lunchtime; THEN we discovered that, in
fact, the barbecue we had obtained to cook
over a hundred pieces of meat was barely
big enough to cook a sausage.
But amazingly, about four hours later,
after lots of running around like a load of
headless chickens, we had managed to erect
a ten foot high marquee, procure a barbecue
big enough to feed the five thousand and
persuade the remaining bands to extend
their sets to fill lost time… we were finally
on track!
The rest of the day went anything but
smoothly. We got in trouble for making too
much noise; we realised when we came to
start cooking that we had no barbecue gear
to cook WITH; and the clouds were looking

extremely ominous… I was stressed.
Then, at about half past three, the
clouds cleared and the sun began to shine,
the barbecue was ready for cooking, the
stage was all set up… we had done it! The
world wasn’t against us after all!
People began filtering in as soon as
college finished and the turnout was better
than I expected. All the bands were great
and one of the bands that had dropped out
even dropped back in at the last minute!
The action kicked off with Chloe Treacher,
and followed with Trend Warfare, Boy
Drops Soap, Upshut (who dropped out and
dropped back in again!), Colin Simpson’s
two-man band, and then finished fantastically with 8th Time Lucky.
The cooking went smoothly, there
were minimal technical hitches and everyone seemed to have a great evening!
Well done to everyone that helped
out on the day – it couldn’t have happened
without you guys: Diddy Dave, Shareena,
Sharpy, Paul, the Trend
Warfare guys, Minty and
Wendell (the chefs!),
Laura, Chloe, Chase,
Colin, all the bands who
played… and I’m sorry but
I’ve probably forgotten so
many people! Thank you
guys!

An Alternative Advice Guide - By Gez Gray
To those who have just joined Strodes this September, I’d like to personally welcome you to the College where I
have spent the last two years. I say I’d like to, because I can’t. No, I have now left Strodes and, barring any slipups in exams, am currently studying Media at Birmingham University. And, hopefully, loving it. This is key to
your studies- one of the key aspects of College and further education in general is making sure you enjoy as much
of it as you possibly can. Obviously there’ll be work and times of stress, but that comes with the package. Here’s a
guide you may (or may not) wish to gather advice from as you start your time here.

Pick Courses you’ll enjoy. Fair enough, this is obvious information, and, seeing as you’ve
started Strodes, a little too late, but it IS possible in the first few weeks so switch courses. It’s
always advised to change if you’re struggling in a course you’re not doing well in. This is especially true if you’re thinking of going to University; if you’re trying to get into a course that
asks for 3 C’s, and you’re failing one of your subjects, prospects don’t bode well…
Exploit the Sun! Strodes is very much a Summer College, so make full use of the lawn and
field while it’s still warm and dry because in a few months the rain will come and the story will
be very different! Strodes isn't a Winter College, and it can sometimes be difficult to find places
to go, so your first few months are important for making friends. These are people you’re going
to potentially know for the rest of your life too- so have fun in the sun.
Work and Play- Get the right balance. There’s no hiding the fact that at College you will be
expected to do a certain degree of work, but much of the time you are, depending on your
courses, left up to your own devices. Know that if you don’t work enough, you may fail and
have to repeat the first year, and if you work too hard, it’ll merely result in stress that won’t
help your work one bit.
Talk about any problems you have. This is 2 Years of your life, so if there are any problems
then you can always talk about them with your form tutor or subject teacher, whichever one you
feel more comfortable talking to. They’re there to help you, and unless you get a teacher who’s
not particularly nice, you’ll likely get a positive response. Not that there’s any teacher who’s
not particularly nice in Strodes…
Be Nice! Remember, for the first time in your life you’re in education because you want to be,
rather than have to be. A little kindness goes a long way- the environment at Strodes is generally upbeat, and a little smile goes a long way to make sure everyone
feels welcome around you. Have fun- it’ll help you survive the next few
years!

Gez is an ex-strodian. This is why you won’t see him around college ^_~.

Attention Freshmans! Feeling Bewildered and Lost?
Here’s a Handy Guide!
Good day to you fine freshmans and sexy second years!
Strode’s 2004/05 has begun and there’s much to be done!
So it’s a new year and there are many of you who are new to college life. No surprise there. But do you really know anything
about it? You’ve chosen your college, courses and mode of transport. What else does Strode’s offer?
The Strode’s Students’ Union strives to shower us with many-a-thing to do; last year they brought us Bongfest, this year is sure
to be packed with plenty of social roundups for us all to enjoy!
Places to “hang”:
The Refectory boasts its own kitchen and pool table.
The Common Room (Wooo!) flaunts sofas, armchairs and an exercise machine.
The Smokers Area for all you smokers out there keeps your smoke away from our healthy lungs.
There is also a small outside sitting area next to the music room where a small water feature creates
a more relaxed environment.
When the weathers fine often games of Frusbee can be seen in the small park opposite the college, while those sun-worshippers
among you can enjoy the front lawn.
Tips for Surviving:
•
Get a locker, this means you won’t have to carry all your books around (especially good idea if you will be
taking art).
•
Bring some of your own food, food can be expensive, a couple of your own supplements helps keep lunchtime cheap.
•
Shop in Tesco, it’s cheaper than Budgens and there are often good deals.
•
Do homework and coursework as soon as possible, it only creates pressure on you if you leave it till the last
minute (I know from experience). And it’s no fun having to give up your lunch break to do homework.
•
If you need help ask for it! Tutors, teachers, library staff, careers and study skills are there to help US.
•
Don’t fall behind at AS level it will only make A2 level a lot harder!
•
Make more than one crowd of friends, that way if you fall out with one you have another.
•
Talk to random people (not people on the street, the ones in college) that’s how I made most of my friends!
•
Keep ALL your notes from lessons and keep them organised this will help when it comes to revising.
•
Don’t come into college drunk or stoned, what are you gonna learn?
•
ALWAYS ring the college if you won’t be coming in, then it keeps your attendance record up (which reflects
on you to employers and universities).
•
Don’t disrespect the second years! That’s me! We’re nice really and will be happy to help!
•
Don’t put old people in ponds! And don’t try to sell old people!
There are a few people around college who are into the baby eating trade, just ignore them—they’re a liiiiiiiit•
tle loopy!

So are you glad you came to Strode’s? I am. So now you’re Strodians it’s time to settle into the Strodian way of life; the simple
way, the easy way, the random way…

Written by Lee-Anne Lawrance

School's out. You had your
envelope full of As and Cs
and everything, but then
what? Ah yes, you didn't
want to start some job
somewhere and do real
work, so you came to college. As did the rest of us.
Since discovering that college is neither as big or
scary as it seemed originally, I have decided to offer my insight from a clueless first-year kind of pers p e c t i v e .
Well, the first day was pure
chaos in many ways, people
bustling round looking for
their classes, others queuing up to get timetables
fixed, and the computers
doing their best to undermine the whole process, but
I met many new people
along the way to enjoy the
madness with. Lessons
themselves became very
repetitive very quickly,
every teacher wanted a
complete list of previous
qualifications and other
numbers and was prepared
to spend an hour getting
them. However, that just
served to emphasise one of
the more prominent benefits college has over
s c h o o l . . .

At school, my lunch break
was just enough to sprint
down to the canteen, hurl
some coins at the staff
working there and run
away with as much food
as possible, usually just in
time for next lesson. From
my first day at Strode's,
however, things were
much more relaxed. I had
an expansive two and a
half hours in which to
choke down some food, so
I strolled down to Tesco
and had a sandwich. At
this point I still had about
two hours fifteen minutes
left, so I spent the remainder standing around talking to my friends, something which school hadn't
really scheduled in for me
before. Of course, not everyone's day is as spaced
out with empty blocks as
mine (I have to come in at
8.45 and leave at 4.15
nearly every day anyway),
but there's enough to make
everyone feel as lazy as
e
v
e
r
.
Freedom is another. Well,
freedom not often enjoyed
in school. More specifically, the freedom to leave
college and spend hours
loitering around town eating biscuits. And I've

found Egham to be practically built on Student
trade, filled with places to
buy lunch and fritter away
all your money on magazines and suchlike.
(There's a very good sandwich shop if you carry on
down the street for ages on
the left side, by the way,
conveniently called the
Good Food Shop!) So
much so that Strode's even
has it's own road leading
to the Refectory. Why, if I
was mayor I'd rename it
Studentville! Or spend
large portions of the
budget on tropical holidays, but that's besides the
point. I can't think of a
better location for a coll e g e
t o
b e .
Overall, I'm happy to be
here with all the other
first-years I've met, along
with the nice (if somewhat
random) SCUM writers
and everybody else I've
run into at some point, and
I'm sure we'll all have a
great time. Now, time to
do some homework…
Keir MacDonald

Reading Festival
2004!!!
Reading 2004 was the first Reading festival I had ever attended, and after
hearing lots of people’s views on how brilliant it was supposed to be, I was very excited!
I had a great time visiting all the local pubs looking for some breakfast and a loo that wasn't a portaloo, before rushing back to the arena to catch my favourite bands performing! Oh! And avoiding the deep holes (as I had
already fallen into one and had shortly afterwards bought a pair of wellies!) and sloshing through the mud!
The bands were amazing, except the sound system kind of destroyed the atmosphere as it couldn't cope
with the wind and base, meaning that I didn't enjoy the gigs as much as I would have.
Over all I had a smashing time catching up with friends and messing around!
(Charlotte)

This was my first Reading festival too! I camped with a HUGE group of people – some of
whom were complete strangers - in which I was one of the only ones who’d never been to a festival before. We camped in Yellow, which turned out to be a great choice since it was far enough away from the
loos not to smell, close enough to the arena and loos for it not to be a mission AND it didn’t flood! (Poor
people in Green…)
The highlights of my weekend were seeing The Darkness (I don’t care what ANYONE says –
they’re great!), The Hives, Funeral for a Friend, Greenday and The Offspring… and all the randomness
that went on in the campsite! We were camped not too far away from “Camp Dave” (a camp belonging
only to people called Dave who went in search of more Daves every evening), collected free hugs from
people donating them every night, and were reprimanded by the alcohol patrol on the first night for being too sober!
All in all it was a great weekend and I’d most definitely be up for it again next year!
(Alice)

Last issue we featured four-piece
local rock band The Heal… here
Natalie Edwards speaks to
singer/guitarist Lewis Clay...
How would you describe the
sound of The Heal?
“Probably a mix between The Foo
Fighters and Nirvana.”
What do you feel you will contribute to the music industry?
“Although I said we sound like The
Foo Fighters and Nirvana I would
say something a bit different and
adaptable. I think we will be around
for a while.”
Every new band gets compared to
other bands. Have you had that
much yet and is it annoying or
flattering?
“We’ve never really been compared
with anyone but people always do
come along and say we sound like a
‘bit of this’ and a ‘bit of that’. But
no one really pinpoints us which is
quite cool.”
How difficult is it to capture a
sound that is fresh when there are
so many bands already out there
making music?
“I think if you do your own thing
then you will sound fresh. Even if a
new boyband came out tomorrow
and they had something different
about them then I guess it would be
different in some way”
What is your favourite track to
play live and why?
“Probably the new one called ‘What
If I Win?’ because it is just so good
and everyone who listens to it loves
it. You just can’t help but get people
tapping their feet away. It’s a great
song!”
What do you get the biggest buzz
out of as an artist?
“Playing your music to other people
and them knowing the words to it.”
What was the last gig you went to
and cringed at?
“I suppose when we did a gig about

a year back and we had a support
band on that were all over the
place. It was kind of horrible and
they came up to us afterwards and
asked us what we thought – it was
really hard not to try and laugh! It
was pretty bad!”
How much thought goes into
your stage outfit?
“I would say that I used to put in
quite a lot but now I throw on
what I have – as long as it looks
rocky!”
If you could organise a music
festival with artists – alive or
dead – would you choose?
“I would have Muse as the starting
band and then I would have
Aerosmith, then us and then Nirvana.”
Are there any artists that you
would love to collaborate with?
“Yeah Muse, The Foo Fighters –
anyone like that would be excellent. And probably Aerosmith or
Sheryl Crow. ”
What current chart rivals do
you most admire?
“Well I would like to say Busted
but it wouldn’t be true! I would
have to say The Foo Fighters
again.”
What one thing would you like
the band to achieve in the music
business?
“To get into the Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall
of Fame.”
Where would you like to see the
band in 5 years time?
“Arguing over our next album that
is coming out.”
What’s the best compliment
you’ve received?
“People come up and say that we
are too good to be playing the
venue where we are. That’s pretty
good. It’s a nice thing to say.”
Who or what is the biggest influence on who you are?

“I think the things that happen to
you – that’s what makes you who
you are and helps to shape you. I
think it’s the same with anybody.”
What song do you wish you had
written?
“That’s a difficult one! I would have
to say ‘Heart Shaped Box’ by Nirvana. I love that song.”
Which album did you most recently buy and why?
“I most recently bought 9-inch
Nail’s album because they have got
a song on it called ‘We’re In This
Together’ which is an amazing song
that everyone should listen to.”
Who would you say the vainest
member of The Heal is?
“That has got to be Elliot!”
If you had to choose between
loosing your looks or your voice,
which would it be?
“My voice because I can mime!”
Which song from the last year do
you think will become a classic?
“That’s quite a good one, that is
really tough! I will say one by
Busted because all the rubbish stuff
gets remembered!”
If an award could be especially
created for the band to receive
what would you like it to be?
“For the best ever sound – live and
recorded – and the greatest, bestlooking front man ever!”
Would you rather be beautiful
and miserable or ugly and happy?
“(Laughs) Probably ugly and
happy.”
Would you rather have the biggest selling single of the year or
win a Brit award?
“The biggest selling single of the
year .”

GIG: Voltage
DATE: Saturday 4th September
VENUE: Staines Congregational Church Hall
COLLEGE BANDS: Bad Day, Afro-Deziak, Trend Warfare
After having struggled to get our band members to the venue on time
and skipping a sound check, we felt that this gig could be pretty touch’n’go – and I suppose it
was. Being a heavy/screamy band we weren’t sure whether we were going to fit in but what the
hell. We pretty much only played our new stuff, so it was cool to see that it was well received.
We did however encounter some, er, technical difficulties mid-set (and mid-song) which left me
screaming the vocals at the top of my lungs without a mic, but the band continued like the troopers they are. To my surprise I was given a helping hand by some members of the crowd who
seemed to know the words – it was one of those “oh my god they are singing the words I have
written” moments. I also managed to knock the fold-back monitor off the stage – rock’n’roll
eh!? Our cover of Postman Pat seemed to go down pretty well and managed to get us a “Postman
Pat!” shout in the streets. Altogether it was a pretty good gig
By Dan Pitfield
Afro-Deziak certainly brought a ‘different’ style to the gig compared to the acts before us. Our
set mainly consisted of pop covers, and included ‘Come on Over’, ‘Ironic’, ‘Bitch’, ‘All By
Myself’ and ‘Wishing I Was There’. We also performed a song which I wrote, which had certain members of the audience (blokes, of course) ‘gang slow dancing’ on the stage; cue a very
nice steward who got rid of them. The audience certainly wasn’t a quite bunch, which gave us
lot a bit of entertainment. Apart from the immense heat (strong lights, lots of bodies and no
windows) and the fact that the audience spent most of the gig standing outside, it wasn’t a bad
evening!
By Georgina Woolfrey
With our newest member the band came together at Voltage (set up and organised by
the lovely Sharon and friends). We played all our new stuff and a classic “Skratch the
Surface”. Although we didn’t get to play all of our last song our last song “Get Up” due
to technical problems in the guitarist/amp area. We enjoyed the set - we bloody loved
the set - and Luke played amazingly well despite admitting to stage fright (it didn’t
show). He played a blinding set and we can’t wait till the next Voltage!

By Tom Deacon—resident hobo and musician

Trend Warfare News… by Tom Deacon
Luke Cottee last month joined our travelling band of alcohol-fuelled music junkies as the second guitarist of Trend Warfare, bringing some of the best shredding since Danjo Worral jammed with me and the
other members at Magna. He also goes to Strode’s and can be found wandering aimlessly around the
campus with an SG (Gibson for all you musically illiterate readers out there). Since Luke joined we’ve
written some of our best material to date and had some of the best parties to be honest! Rock on
dude… and don’t cut the hair!

He says, She says
Men and women are both very different, and not just for the obvious reasons. We think differently
and react differently in certain situations. That’s what makes the opposite sex so fascinating. So what does a
man really mean when he says ‘I love you?’ Let’s take a look into what men and women say… and what
they really mean.
She says: ‘I haven’t spoken to you for ages’
She means: ‘My boyfriend has just left me; I know you fancy me so I want you to tell me you
think I’m gorgeous and amazing. I need to know someone still loves me and you now have the
special job of listening to me whine about my failed relationship’
He says: ‘I thought I would get in touch, it’s been ages since we last spoke’
He means: I’ve broken up with my girlfriend, I’ve always fancied you and I fancy a quickie’
She says: ‘Oops wrong one’
She means: ‘Don’t even think about it, you’re never putting it there…EVER’
He says: ‘I hate wearing condoms’
He means: ‘I think you should go on the pill’
She says: ‘I think we should see other people’
She means: ‘I’ve already seeing someone and yes, he’s better than you’
He says: ‘I love oral sex’
He means: ‘HINT HINT’
She says: ‘Does my bum look big in this’
She means: ‘For your own sake say no, if you say yes, you won’t be coming anywhere near this
booty ever again’
He says: ‘Yes, I’m over my ex’
He means: ‘I still love her and I want her babies’
She says: ‘How could you cheat on me?’
She means: ‘Especially with her you desperate git’
He says: ‘I can’t believe you cheated on me?’
He means: ‘I can’t believe you cheated first, damn it’
Don’t take all of this seriously because I could be wrong (Yeah right, what’s the likelihood of
that?) But seriously, what I say is not always what goes down. So guys, if your girlfriend says she’s leaving
you, please don’t go and beat down the first guy you see her with. And girls, if your guy says he hates
wearing condoms don’t assume he…actually yes, do assume.
Don’t forget to keep your comments, suggestions or problems coming in to
Justinesadvice@hotmail.com

So, another issue… another experiment.
This time my challenge was thought
up by my editor, Alice... “How’s about, sticking with the £5 thing, he has to raid all the
charity shops in Egham and find a complete
outfit for no more than £5. THEN wear it
into college the next day?”
And so most, if not all members of
both the Digital-Fire and S.C.U.M. teams
a
g
r
e
e
d
i t
.
Come the following Wednesday, I plan
a secret rendezvous with my fashion guru
Andy Chapman and modern-day stylist B-C
(James) and we go on the hunt for some
cheap, cheerful, charity shop clothing!
Andy and James appear to have almost
the same extreme and quite novel approaches
when it comes to the fashion industry - they
kept arguing as to whether I would look better in a leotard (Chapman’s favourite find ) or
a
mini skirt (picked out by B-C).
More arguments followed as we pondered on writing a ‘serious’ piece on how you
can look good on five pounds or a humorous
piece – “How to look like Lilly Savage on
five pounds”.
I settled the continuing debate - “If
we buy sensible then we’ll get more of a reaction - people will be stunned that no one
noticed we’ve shopped on the cheap!”
So, under the instruction of Chapman,
we decided that trying to make me look good
on the budget wasn’t going to be easy. But
after some help from the very friendly people
of Oxfam we decided to dance around naked,
and hope the clothes might to come to us.
The manager was not pleased… and if you
know me you might believe that that last bit
was true; but I’ll leave you to decide for
y
o
u
r
s
e
l
f
.
Anyway, of the many cheap but stylish
finds, we finally came up with: a light brown

shirt with dual pockets, and an uncomfortable, slightly-too-small-around-the-waist, almost ankle-swinger type green pair of trousers. In theory, the £5 outfit should look unnoticeable…but
was
it?
Keely was the first Strodian I bumped
into. She didn’t suspect a thing. Then came
lesso n
t ime
and… nothing.
No one in any
of my classes
from Art to
English said one
word about my
o u t f i t ! ! !
Expecting
someone to suspect something,
and this task
failing, I return
to the common
room where I
meet Alice who
asks me “Have
you
bought
Isn’t he just soooo cute?
your
outfit
yet?” From that moment onwards I knew that
“Operation Look Ordinary” had been a great
success (either that or everyone was just ignoring me…)
I asked for a few people’s opinions
t h e
d a y
a f t e r :
Diddy Dave said that he didn’t notice
anything, but he does wear glasses. Jo even
said I looked “reasonably attractive… for
once!”
VERDICT: Task passed! (Even the
editor didn’t notice that Oxfam had clothed
me!) Total money spent: £5
By Paul Hover and Diddy Dave
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TOP FIVE TRAVEL
BOOKS ON OUR
SHELVES.
• The Wrong Way Home
by
Peter
Moore
A fantastic account of the
classic overland trail from
London to Sy dney
A comfortable addition to
any backpack
• Notes from a Small Island
by Bill Bryson
A witty and accurate
observation of our little island
and the idiosyncrasies that
made us great.
• Round Ireland with a
Fridge by Tony Hawks
A brilliantly random idea
carried out in a brilliantly
random fashion.
• The Great Railway Bazaar by Paul Theroux
The one that started it all:
The definitive account of
overland rail travel in Asia
and Europe penned by the
master of Travel Literature
• The Art of Travel by
Alain
de
Botton
A must read for anyone
suffering from wanderlust
and wondering why we
travel and what we can
learn from our experiences
abroad.

D. R Keller

10 places to see before you die:
2 - Iguaçu Falls, Brazil/Argentina
The ground rumbles,
leaves quiver, the air is
filled with what seems to
be constant, thunderous
applause. Sparse jungle
offers fleeting glimpses
through fine mist of distant waterfalls across the
river in Argentina. I’m
standing a few feet from
the point at which the
Iguaçu falls plunge down
a 300ft deep, 3km wide
hole in the earth. Deep in
the jungle on the border
between Brazil and Argentina, just a few km
upstream from where
Paraguay brushes alongside its two neighbours, is
one of South America’s
finest, most spectacular
j e w e l s .

Brazil has decided to guide
its tourists along winding
trails offering
extensive
views of the hundreds of
small falls that litter the
green walls of the valley
sides. The path terminates
in front of a 300ft wall of
water that has no visible
end to its width. Rainbow
speckled mist is constantly
churned out from all sides .
But still, it is a view, not a
hands on experience. For
that, passports out, we’re
off to Argentina.
The Argentinean side of the
falls proudly offers the
grander, more intense, up
close and personal experience of Iguaçu. Here you
walk along the very edges of
sheer drops into instant
oblivion. You can freely stick
your hand out for a painful
slapping from angry water
and vivid, electric blue butterflies settle on spectators

arms to drink the gathering
moisture. A 1km long boardwalk zigzags across the
Parana river, under the
watchful gaze of parrots and
monkeys, to the very precipice of the Devil’s Throat.

Standing above a seemingly
bottomless pit of unrelenting
power is a humbling experience for all concerned. The
Throat sounds, and feels, as
though it contains a fleet of
Concorde and 777s, hidden
in the mist. In Brazil you can
see the power of nature, in
Argentina you can feel it,
taste it and reach out to
touch it. Take film, lots of
film.

By Tom Deacon
Santa pod Raceway was originally
known as Poddington Airbase during World
War II but since then it has become the best
and largest drag racing track in England.
A friend and I went to the Finals of the
European Drag Racing Championships in September and Man - it was great!
We got there, went for a walk, conned
my mum out of £115 quid for New Rocks because my exam results were so good, set up our
tents, had a BBQ, drunk beer until the early
hours… and then slept. Not a bad first evening
in my opinion!
The next morning the racing began, we had grandstand seats and we needed
them to see anything at all! The banking on the
days of the
qualifying and
time setting was
full - so we were
quite lucky, and
it got better. It
began with Pro
Stock (like the
car on the left),
these are modified cars and some are road legal. These guys
are crazy - if you’d enjoy seeing a Morris Minor push 150mph then drag racing definitely is
for you!
Super Pro came next, a mixture of
funny cars and dragsters. These are fast but
only the fifth fastest out of all the cars racing.
Top Methanol Funny Cars followed.
These things run on PURE alcohol, they stink
and fly down the track, they’re so loud that
with earphones on that it’s STILL loud, and if
the Pro Stock drivers were crazy then these
guys are absolutely mental!
They even do Top Methanol Dragsters
which, as you probably gathered, are even
faster than the Funny Cars.

Something I found really cool
was Mini Drags - a scheme set up to get kids
into racing from ages 8-17. These things have
only got a motorbike engine and so only go
about 70 max… but they are SO cool!
And if there are any stark raving mad
bikers
out

there on campus then here’s something for
you… DRAG BIKES!!
The classes are Stock, Pro stock, Super
Twin and Top Fuel. Top Fuel is basically running your engine on un-oxidised nitrous oxide
– mental. Absolutely mental.
Super twins are fast but when you see a
Top Fuel go down the strip you realise how
crazy that guy has got to be sitting on the ULTIMATE crotch rocket - a huge engine with a
tank of nitro underneath your stomach. I know
what you’re thinking. Insanity. They wear
bomb proof jackets under their leathers because
they‘re basically sitting on a very controlled
bomb with wheels. But it’s weird; they seem
fairly normal when you meet them…
Finally The Top Fuel Funnies and
Dragsters were amazing, the stands shake with
the noise from the acceleration and some of the
problems that they have on track are amazing
(like when they’re racing and part of the car
shoots out of the top of the engine or when
they’re opponent’s tire blows and goes through
your engine)… and that’s hardly anything compared to what can happen! If you want to find
out more log on to www.santapod.com

All You Need To Know About
Information, Communication
And Detachable Legs
A College Knowledge article by Mark Caspar Holland-Avery

Modern methods of communication transfer
information very quickly, unlike older methods that rely
on the movements of people and objects to convey information. In many situations, all that we need to communicate can be conveyed as information, which is why the
Internet has become so popular.
Consequently, I often find myself wondering
why modern people make such heavy use of cars and
aeroplanes. After all, most of the time we just want to
communicate. It is quite true that being able to see and
hear who you are talking to is beneficial, but then don't
we already have the technology to manage this? Why
don't we use it more?
Considering the above, one may expect the
future to consist of people sitting and talking to others,
who could be next door or miles away, without leaving
their own homes, much like the future imagined in the
book The Machine Stops by E. M. Forster.
Wouldn't that be more energy-efficient than
burning so much fuel to move our bodies around the
world, only to move them all the way back again afterwards? (Maybe it would not, but that is not my entire
point. I am certainly not suggesting that the future will
be as bleak as in The Machine Stops; I may be a bit of a
pessimist, but today I'm having one of my spells of
Acute Chronic Optimism.)
But then I realised that movement is fundamental to human nature. Humans have, whether we like it or
not, evolved so that we have to keep moving around in
order to stay in the same “sane” mental world as our
friends. (As I am ill qualified to discuss sanity, I shall
avoid mentioning it again.) Simply put, going and meeting a friend or business partner in person is emotionally
far more pleasant than the modern alternatives. So, I
wondered, if transportation of humans cannot be
avoided as far as possible, how can it be made more
efficient?
Have you ever wondered what the world would
be like if everybody could remove their legs? At present,
relatively few people can remove their legs with ease,
and their ability is rarely used as an advantage. But
couldn't removable legs be an advantage to anybody?
Technically, we are getting closer to the possibility quite
rapidly.
The essence of my vision is that, before one
travels any great distance, one leaves one's legs at home.

In such vehicles as trains and aeroplanes, legs are often a
hindrance that take up space and ache from lack of use,
so one should travel without them. Per person, the reduced mass will reduce fuel consumption and hopefully
also reduce the cost of the ticket. Legs can then be
rented for use at the destination.
To cover the costs of renting temporary legs, a
traveller could rent out his or her own legs when not
using them. I propose the possibility of setting up a Bureau Des Jambes to manage such matters.
The military and the space race could also
benefit substantially from ReLTek (Removable Leg
Technology) and are therefore likely to fund research
into removable legs. Space-travel could require less fuel
if the astronauts used lightweight metal legs, but then
there are the issues of powering the legs with the limited
resources available on the battleground or in the vacuum
of space.
A good side effect of all this would be that leg
problems would be easy to cure, simply by replacing the
legs, possibly with robotic versions. The replacements
would have standard parts and sizes, so that a wide
range of shoes and accessories would be available, as
with today's mobile telephones.
Or imagine leg donors - people who leave their
legs to others when they die. If you could not afford
your own replacement legs, you’d be able to use a second-hand pair for free. A market would start up in the
trade of famous legs. Legs could be dedicated to friends
and family in wills or donated to a Pedestrianise-ThePenguins Fund, so that at last penguins may walk properly.
Unfortunately, robotic legs would create another way to cheat at sporting events. The legs of competitors would have to be monitored carefully to ensure
fairness. A further side effect would be that the Leg
Technicians could, much to their dismay, be nicknamed
Leggies.
Ultimately, these changes could lead on to
other detachable body parts. Personally, I’d buy SwissArmy Fingers, which should be really useful. Overall,
I’d say my expectations of the future are positive,
though there are other issues that I have yet to discuss,
of course. Watch this space.

By Sharpy (the poor musician with a big mouth)
I was talking to my mum the other day, right, and she said “Why don’t you
become a teacher?” Obviously not the school type, (I’m not stupid but I ain’t no Einstein!). She meant the independent type, that give music lessons from their front
rooms for £20 an hour. That got me thinking… people all over the world dream of
becoming famous musicians; it’s all they want to do no matter what happens. So I
was like, is it right to charge people for their dreams and ambitions? I know, yeah,
that people have got to make a living, but when you add it up, £20 and hour is extortionate!
So after this revelation and righteous behaviour, I decided that music
should be free to everyone, or at least the cost of learning an instrument should be
reduced.
In my opinion, the best way to learn is to teach yourself. But not everyone
can do that. You just need a kick-start to point you in the right direction, to give you
the basics, and it should NOT be that much money! That’s why I reckon the music
industry is corrupt, stuck up its own arse and only interested in money.
I play saxophone, it’s one of the most expensive instruments you can play.
Saxophones cost £1000 for a good one and £25 an hour for lessons. It’s insane, I can
barely afford it. I’ve lent my saxophone to people before and taught them a few
things; and they always come back and say thank you. Just one of those “thank
yous”, in my book, is a hundred times the value of a rip-off lesson.
Unfortunately, the world isn’t perfect, and they’ll continue to jack up lesson prices to make more money. Why doesn’t someone start a committee or a charity that gives people the opportunity to learn music for free? To have a chance at
what they dream of doing? Music isn’t just for rich kids with daddy’s credit card, it
should be for everyone. It should be a choice not a luxury!
In the words of Propaghandi: “Knowledge is power, arm yourself, but also
arm others if they want to join the army.”
(And if anyone wants to learn a bit of bass or saxophone... just ask!)

Hostages die in hot cars.

Can’t sleep

Bed’s on fire.
Do it. Do it in huggies.

THERE ARE NO ARTICLES

You can’t spell ‘funeral’ without ‘fun’

I've said this before and I'll say it again..

"There's a hair on that."

Thank you.

Remember; you haven’t failed, You’ve just found
ten thousand ways that don’t work.

All persons depicted in this presentation are fictional.
Any relation to persons, living or dead, is purely coincidental.
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Ahem.... anyway, I like marmite. Especially in twiglet
form. As far as snacks go, twiglets rule.
Thank you.

The editing team would like to take this
chance to apologise.
Sorry.

There’s a sock on the lawn,
Its colour is fawn.
Can’t keep a foot warm,
The sock on the lawn.
There’s a sock on the lawn,
The other sock’s gorn.
Got wet in a storm
The other morn.
There’s a sock on the lawn,
Which can’t be the norm.
Its partner is torn,
Poor sock on the lawn.
Now we can all mourn
For the sock on the lawn.
No more to be worn,
Forever forlorn.

It's an awful parody of Breaking The Law by Judas
Priest, with lyrics by Mark Caspar Holland-Avery.
There it stands, the colour fading,
A flaky shade of brown.
It didn't look this bad when I
First moved into the town.
At the time I felt annoyed;
Didn't like the hue,
So I opened up a pot
Of paint and used it all up, too!
Painting the door! Painting the door! (x4)

By Mark Holland-Avery
(and his dad)
[Aww]

So much for the wood-grain finish
Promised on the tin.
When it dried my paintwork must've been the
Worst there'd ever been.
You all know how it feels;
I was gonna sue...
Who'd have thought that DIY
Could be so messy too?!
Painting the door! Painting the door! (x4)
You all know how it feels!
Painting the door! Painting the door! (x8)

Suddenly, airing its meticulously groomed head out of the water rose an aquatic camel (aquatic camel attack it happens all the time).
"Curses me hearties" said Sam, getting into the pirate role its so easy to assume when near water. "Yar, that be an aquatic camel, come to take
us down to davey jones' locker, to be sure”
Luckily, Bob knew just the thing that would get rid of such an untimely nuisance. Reaching down between his legs, he whipped out the aquatic
camel me not spray always put there by conscientious boat builders in case of just such a situation. Bob swiftly aimed the nozzle and pressed it down, but
the can produced a pathetically small hissing noise that died away quickly.
"Oh nuts -- I mean... Arr scurvy!" he exclaimed, as Sam snatched it out of his hands and shook it up. When Sam pressed the nozzle the wellgroomed aquatic camel burst into bright but aesthetically pleasing lavender flame which consumed its scaly body until there were only two wobbling eye
stalks left. With a small moo its dissolved into the water and was gone.
"Right" Sam said. "Before we go any further, its vitally important that we order a pizza. I'd like to try the Big Beefy one, but I suppose you want
the Vegetarian option again." Bob leant over the flyer that the camel had put through their door, and his eyes homed in on the leaf icon with a V on it.
"Yeah, well, we could get a pizza each," he said. Sam replied.
“OK, we'll do that... I order, you pay. Fair? Good."
"I didn't say I'd pay!" Bob moaned. Sam ignored him. They sat in awkward silence for a moment, before Bob got up and tore open his bag. He
pulled out a satellite phone and tossed it to Sam, who caught it and turned it over in his hands with an impressed whistle.
"Where'd you get that from?" he asked.
“Phones4u”
“What?”
“For free, at fones4u”
“What?!?”
"Just dial!”
A moment later, they heard somebody pick up the phone at the other end of the line.
"YYYYYEEEEESSSSSSS" screeched the unearthly voice from the phone. “WHAAAAAAATTTTT IIISSSS IIIITTTTTTTTTT flesh bound mortal"
"Um, we'd like to order a pizza or two" said Sam, holding the phone about two feet from his ear.
"WHHAAATTT TTTTYYYPPPEEE" the 'assistant' on the phone screamed.
"We were thinking..." began Sam, before the phone melted into a twisted scrap of plastic and metal.
"Oh" said Bob, a little shocked by what had happened; particularly the fact that Sam had just turned to stone and the boat had begun to turn to
glass. He was also disappointed that he didn't get his pizza. What could have caused the phone to melt like that, and how could they fix it so that they
could get their pizza? After all, it was vitally important that they order at least one; already their failure had resulted in some damage to property. Still, that
was that price one paid for using telephones from phones4u to dial numbers on flyers that a camel with flippers had dropped through one's cabin door
while at sea in the middle of a pond where bits of bread ate ducks.
Bob turned his head to see that Sam was now standing behind him. Creepy. Anyway, he thought, I'd better see if I can order the opposites of
the Big Beefy and Vegetarian pizzas.
"That way," Sam continued for him. "You can probably un-crumple that phone! Funny how being made out of stone makes you psychic."
"Indeed, and doubly funny that you seem perfectly able to move around," added Bob.
"Yes, well, I suppose I'd better see a doctor during my next shore leave. Stop messing around and order that pizza there. Look, it's called the
Phone un-mangler. Isn't that convenient?" Looking down, he slowly took in the view of his marble body and added, "I think you should order this time"
This is an ongoing story, and has been written by the patrons of the Digital Fire forums. If it doesn’t make sense, or seems a little random, this is because:
1) The story is written by one person, then added onto by another, and so on. Randomness is expected.
2) All DF patrons are weird; otherwise they wouldn’t be there.
This story has been edited, for reasons of flow and grammar, but otherwise is the story as it evolved. Enjoy!

Written by the members of Digital Fire (digital-fire.net). Edited by James Belchamber.
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THERE ARE NO ARTICLES PRINTED ON THIS PAGE…

…but there should be! You too could be a budding author, but don't yet know it. If you want to contribute to SCUM,
use this space to sketch out your ideas, write your article, then email the finished product to the address printed above!

